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Sexual harassment a growing probleR,1
By Julie Norbeck

problem was taken last week
when Eastern students and faculty met at the Women's Center
to discuss their responses to
sexual hassles on campus.
Niemann opened the meeting
with some descriptions of harassment from a report sponsored by
the Association of American Colleges.
The report said harassment of
students can range from sexual
innuendo or humor at inappropriate times to outright physical
assault, and it hinges on a spurned professor's ability to wreak
academic revenge.

For some experiences, once is
enough .
That's what one faculty member thought last summer when an
Eastern coed came to the campus
Women's Center complaining of
sexual hanassment.
Applied Psychology Professor
Joan Niemann said the student
told her she had withdrawn from
a class rather than risk receiving
a poor grade from a male professor whose repeated social invitation's she'd rejected.
When Niemann told others in
the Women's Faculty Caucus,
some of them supplied additional
repor,:ts of sexual harassment and
A graduate at one of Eastern's
all agreed something needed to social service programs gave an
be done.
illustration.
A first step toward solving the
She said she'd briskly refused

her internship supervisor's offers
for dates and he had then recommended the department not credit her internship, saying she had a
cold, business-like approach to
her clients.
The student did receive the
credits after successfully confronting the man before a department committee, but said her
defense probably would have
been easier if she had first told
someone else about the situation.
"I thought I had it under
control and I didn't want to be a
tattler," she explained.
Another woman suggested that
talking to a professor's former
students can reveal that he is a
practiced hand at harassment.
"I was beginning to seriously

doubt myself until I did," she
said . ' 'The situation is still incredibly stressful , but at least I
know I'm not imagining it."
A more direct approach to
clearing up such uncertainty was
offered by another student. ' 'Hey ,
I just ask them 'Are you sexually
harassing me? ' " she said.
Although the remark was met
with laughter, it seemed to touch
on a central part of the problem.
The women at the meeting expressed fear of reprisal and
ridicule at being straightforward
about harassment. The AAC report characterized sexual harassment as an issue hidden by just
such fears.

To protest harassment at Eastern now, a student goes through a
chain of male officials comprised
of the department head, the dean
of the department's school, the
equal opportunity officer and the
compliance officer.
Meeting participants suggested
a woman grievance officer located at the Women's Center as
an alternative to that process .

Niemann says the caucus has a
two-fold plan for combatting the
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problem. . ., . .,
First, they .~re applying for an
AAC grant to help raise the
campus community's awareness
of sexual harassment.
The caucus is also working on a
more effective grievance process
than the present one, which Niemann says is "intimidating" to
students.

Weigelt examines
agenda run-around
By Liz Viall

An " unhealthy atmosphere"
between EWU administration
and stuu,=mts was pointed out by
A.S. President Ron Weigelt at the
Nov . 16 Board of Trustees meeting when student government
leaders explained what they saw
as a "clog of communication" in
the scheduling of BOT agenda
items.
Eight A.S. items were not
placed on the BOT agenda when
Board Secretary Ken Dolan , A.S.
Speaker Kim Wiseman, and A.S.
Legislator Denver Parmenter
seemed to agree to hold off on the
items until the December meeting. As a result, Dolan did not
send the items to the proper
committee for action.
Weigelt said it had first appeared that the administration had
purposely cut the students off
from BOT access.
Tim Fredrickson, A.S. assistant attorney general, looked into
the matter for the students and
found that the administration
was not attempting to control
student input to the BOT, but
rather that they preferred proposals to be presented in a more
comprehensive and appealing
package to the board.
"The feelings I got from both
Ken Dolan and President Frederickson seemed that they were
very favorable to the student
proposals themselves," he said,
and that their act of postponing
them would serve to enhance the
BOT's favorable reception of
them .
A new policy instituted by the
administration channels all financial requests first to Pr~dent Frederickson's planning and
budgeting committee. Items then
go to the BOT finance committee
and full board.
Board member Fred Enlow
said the BOT needed plenty of
time to work with the issues. "A
set policy process is preferred."
Weigelt, by request of the A.S.
legislature, presented the eight
items to both the finance com-

mitteeand the BOT. "I especially
asked them to consider the legal
aid services, activities director
and minimum wage hike items,"
he said. "But all the items were
held over to the December meeting ."
Another reason for scheduling
the items in December, he said,
was that students would not be in
class for the next BOT meeting,
scheduled during the Christmas
break.
BOT chairman Mary Wilson
suggested the finance committee
change its meeting date to a time
when school was in session . The
board then moved the meeting
date to Thursday, Dec. 7.
Daryl Hagie, provost for student services, said the planning
and budgeting committee, which
is the first step for the items,
would look into the issue before
that date .
In other business, the board
revised and then approved a 1979
meeting schedule. Two dates
were changed so that school
would be in session when the
board met.
The board also approved the
merging of geography and anthropology into one department.
Katherine Sherman, provost I
for academic affairs, told the
board that geography had become more scientific in recent
years and many universities
maintain useful departments of
geography and anthropology .
"Our departments have much in
common," she said. "They have
worked together on projects such
as a dig in central Washington."
Anthropology was formerly
combined with the department of
sociology.
Another change in departments
came as the BOT voted to change
the name of Eastern's School of
Business and Administration to
the school of business.
Sherman told the board the
change would have no effect in
terms of cost or accredidation.
The board's next meeting is
Dec. 14 in Spokane.

.John Corapi photo

Lifeblood

Eastern students rolled up their sleeves earlier this week to donate blood in the annual ROTC drive . More
than 250 pints were given during a busy two days. Doners and their families are eligible to receive blood
through the EWU account indefinitely.

Cost study indicates loss
By Linda Kinler

An independent study made by
two Eastern business majors
shows a possible profit loss to the
school and state taxpayers in the
use of Louise Anderson Hall as a
Conference and Activities Center.
However, Eastern's Business
Manager Russ Hartman said that
the students were given "some
bad numbers" and that there
would be no loss to students or
taxpayers since there is no tax
consideration in the dorms.
The study, composed by Steve
Schneider, administrative assistant for the A.S. and Ed
Woodell, a business major, dealt
with the costs of operating L.A.
as a student residence, as a CAC
only and as a combination dorm/
CAC, and the cost losses .
Schneider, a resident of L.A. ,
· decided to do a cost efficiency
study when he returned from
summer vacation and found the
entire dorm used for the CAC
instead of only one wing as he
claimed he was told.

"The administration is taking
the dorm away from the students
and putting them in other dorms
so L.A. can be used for conferences," he said. "But the other
dorms do not have the same type
of atmosphere and the students
don't like that.
As a business major I couldn't
see how they (the administration) thought they were going to
make a profit off the CAC or even
break even. They would need at
least 60 percent capacity," he
said.
"I appreciate their interest,"
Hartman said. "Unfortunately,
they're considering L.A. as a
financial entity . We consider all
the dorms, plus food services, as
one package.
"We need $14,238 to break even
on L.A. Hall .' ' he said . " In the
period covering Sept. 15 to Nov. 1
of this year we made $3,300 on the
CAC. With an average like that
we could make good money . The
profits stay in Housing and Food
Services. It helps in reduction of
11

housing costs to students. You
don't get that by making bad
decisions.' '
Hartman added that the dorms
are supported by university revenues such as room and board
payments.
"We're $200 per year lower
than Western or Central.'' he
said. "There is a new kind of
part-time student popul a tion ;
people who attend conferences
and workshops for only a few
days. We need the faciliti es to
meet their needs."
Schneider said that he could
see the effects a CAC could have
on a school like Eastern . " In 10
years time, it could b fantastic.
But my concern is with the
students of today . If it weren't for
them, no one would be h~re."
Getting those " bad numbers"
for the study was not the faul t of
the students , Hartman sa id .
"They did a good job and put a lot
of work into it. I'm anxious to get
together with them and work on it
· some more.''

."
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Weather wrap-up

.

.,..

Weather data for the week Nov . 20-Nov . 28
Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. at. un . Mon . Tu es .
Max temp .
26
29
22
'30
32 33 28 28
32
Min temp.
16
20
18
22
26 28 26 26
24
Preci p.
.12in. ------------------------------------------------------ .32i n
now fa II
1.6i n. --------------------------------------------------- 2. Oi n
High barometer reading--30.35in Sunday , Nov . 26
Low barometer reading--29 .92in Monday , Nov .27
Wea ther comments : Following the cold Ar ·tic blast and heavy
snowfall of the previou week, cold foggy weather prevailed over
the Pacific Northwest the past week. High pressure continues to
dominate over the region with cool air trapped near the ground
ca u ing widespread fog . Temperatures continue on the cool side
aver aging about 5 degrees below normal. A rapid moving storm
Monday night (27th ) moved through the region depositing two
inches of new snow . Reflecting the cold , dry conditions , November
has accumulated 12.1 inches of snowfa ll (normal 6 inches ) but only
1.50 inch s of precipita tion (normal 2.20 inches) . Robert Quinn,
Meteorologist. Wa yne Shaw , Ob erver .

CHRISTMAS SEWING SPECIAL
LA TEST 78 MODELS
ALL METAL CONSTRUCTION - WRITTEN WARRANTY

* new heavy duty zig-zag- $99 and up
* new stretch-stitch free-arm-Save $100
* used machines - guaranteed-$39 and up
* repair service-17 years experience

See at Kiby Co. of Cheney or cal 235-8484

Work-study open to veterans
If you 're a vet ran enrolled at
E WU the Center for Experiential
Learning has a special program
that can provide on-the-job training experience along with academic credit.
" Our function is to provide
experienti a l learning and credit
for students through a particular
fi eld," said Bob McCullom, vetera n's coordinator for the CEL.
" We are not a n employment
service , we do not provide partlime jobs. We provide jobs for
lea rning."
The vet can acquire up to 15
quarter hours of experiential
credit, preferably two to five per
quarter .
Services a re provided on a
one-to-one basis, McCu llom said .
" I wi ll secure the internships for
the vet, screen the prospective
em ployee, make the appointment, des ign a lea rning contract
with the university , negotiate the
funding work hours and academic credit. I also ask the vet
why he wa nts that type of work
and what he hopes to derive from
it. "
McCullom said he will place a
vet in a position that can help
with his major. If a particular job

1

En care Oval '" was introduced to American doctors in November 1977. Almost
immediately, it attracted widespread physician and patient attention .
Today, Encare Oval is being used by
hundreds of thousands of women, and
users surveyed report overwhelming satisfaction. Women using Encare Oval say
they find it an answer to their problems
with the pill, IUD's, diaphragms, and aerosol foams.

4;:;~;:~

Encare Oval '" was subjected to one of the
most rigorous tests ever conducted for a
vaginal contraceptive. Results were
excellent-showing that Encare Oval
provides consistent and extremely high
sperm-killing protection . This recent U.S.
report supports earlier studies in European laboratories and clinics.
Each Encare Oval insert contains a precise, premeasured dose of the potent,
sperm-killing agent nonoxynol 9. Once
properly inserted, Encare Oval melts and
gently effervesces, dispersing the spermkilling agent within the vagina.
The success of any contraceptive
method depends on consistent and
accurate use. Encare Oval'" is so convenient you won't be tempted to forget it.
And so simple to insert, it's hard to make
a mistake.
If pregnancy poses a special risk for you,
your contraceptive method should be se1ected after consultation. with your doctor.

Writers needed

INSERT

THAN A TAMPON.

2

EFFECTIVENESS
ESTABLISHED IN
CLINICAL TESTS.

CEL has been laying the
ground work for the program
since September, McCullom said .
The focus is on the vets . McCul lom is working in conjunction
with Bob Hille and the Veteran 's
Affairs Office.
" We' re deriving more placements as time goes by," he said .
" I ' m currently investigating
other jobs for the expa nsion of the
program ."

Employers like this situation,
he added . They know the em ployee a nd what kind of job he's
doing . It sometimes leads to
fulltim e employment after graduation . The vet has the references , the degree and the experience, which is the biggest thing.
Among the jobs currently available a r e socia l serv ices,
hom e economics, crimi na l justice, c he mi stry , comm uni ca Interested in journalism but
tions, acco untin g, mark eting ,
not sure you wa nt to major in it?
sa les , a rt a nd public relations.
The Easterner is looking for
The veterans of Eastern a re an
both experienced a nd inexperiunta pped population, McCullom
enced writers for its winter ,
said . Statistics show that ttie
quarter staff. Credits can be
a vera ge vet is 28 yea rs old ,
married , has two children and . ea rned under Journalism 100.
Students will learn the basics of
no time to switch majors. He
newswriting and some newsusually stays with the original
paper production tips . There are
program . The G.l. Bill generally
no prerequisites.
a llows for only two program
Student photographers can also
changes .
earn credit on the staff. Pho" There are an estimated 800
tographers should a pply to Photo
veterans on campus utilizing the
Editor John Corapi.
G.I. Bill ," he added . " I don 't
The Easterner is also looking
know how many are not. Many
for
an experienced writer in the
people aren 't even aware of the
fi
e
lds
of ente rtainment and
benefits available under the bill. "
sports . The position of entertainment editor is paid and also
eligible for credit.
Anyone interested in signing up
for the staff or applying for the
of cases, however, burning or irritation
position of entertainment editor
has been experienced by either or both
should contact Nancy Greer or
partners. If this occurs, use should be
Liz Viall at the Easterner office,
PUB 119.

THEFPCIS:
HUNDREDS OF
THOUSANDS OF WOMEN
USE ENCARE OVAL:

isn 't ava ilable, then McCullom
keeps a file and contacts the vet
when the right job does open .

5

The Encare Oval '" is smooth and small, so
it inserts quickly and easily-without an
applicator. There's none of the bother of
aerosol foams and diaphragms. No
d~vice inside you. No pill to remember
every day. Simply use as directed when
you need protection .
You can buy Encare Oval whenever you
need it ... it's available without a prescription . And each Encare Oval is individually wrapped to fit discreetly into your
pocket or purse.

BECAUSEENCAREOVAL
IS INSERTED IN ADVANCE,
IT WON'T INTERRUPT
LOVEMAKING.
Since there's no mess or bother, Encare
Oval gives you a measure of freedom
many contraceptives can't match.
The hormone-free Encare Oval. Safer for
your system than the pill or IUD. Neater
and simpler than traditional vaginal contraceptives. So effective and easy to use
that hundreds of thousands have already
found it-quite simply-the preferred
contraceptive.

© 1978 Eaton-Merz Laboratories, Inc.
Norwich, New York 13815 EA 1s11

3

NO HORMONAL
SIDE EFFECTS.
Encare Oval •• is free of hormones, so it
cannot create hormone-related health
problems-like strokes and heart
attacks-that have been linked to the pill.
And, there is no hormonal disruption of
your menstrual cycle.
Most people find Encare
Oval completely satisfactory. In a limited number

a

Graduation
forms due .
Students planning to graduate
spring quarter should get their
applications into the registrar's
office by January 15. Students
must apply for graduation not
less than two quarters before
completion of degree requirements .
Forms are available at Showalter 114, as well as certification forms for education majors.
A $10 fee is required before graduation.
Students who plan to graduate
summer quarter but wish to
participate in the spring commencement are to contact the
Graduation Evaluator in the Registrar's Office, Showalter 114,
before May 4, 1979.

4 Seasons

COFFEE
Specializing in
custom roasted and.
blended coffees
T111, Coff111. A&c11111'i11
N. 5 Wal, Spckane 747-2315
NON-SMOKER?

Big Savings On Auto
And Life Insurance
If You Quallfy

•• , dlvtdenda p;>lcl twice ,......,
on c,1n•ntlr uplrtnt polW.a.

DAVE
HARRISON
,.,.,,.,
.• ,naurenc.
Group
1705~Cheney ~165

• '----------------------;-----r---------__:_-=~-=------1
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Original Sacajawea

Indian statue rejuvenated
By Lisa DeAlva
Victim's right arm completely
broken off. Left wrist broken.
Several fingers on left hand broken off. Both eyes gouged out.
Assailants left initials carved on
various parts of victim's body.
No suspects at this time.

tree trunk for carving . No statue
could stand up to this type of
treatment. Sacajawea, broken
and disfigured, was moved to the
basement of Hargreaves Hall in
1960.
She was replaced with a more
modernistic interpretation of
Sacajewea, which was created by
Harold Balazz of Spokane, a
nationally known sculptor. The
popularity of the new sta tue,
however, seemed to pale in comparis.on with the old , Fleming
said . But the modern Sacajewea
was definitely here to stay .
The original Sacajawea seem-

Believe it or not, the crime was .
committed at Eastern . The victim was a statue of Sacajawea,
the Shoshone Indian maiden who
guided Lewis and Clark through
the wilderness.
" From 1916, when the graduating class unveiled its gift to the
Cheney Normal School in Showalter Hall 's first floor rotunda
until roughly ten years ago,
Sacajawea had pointed the way
for all who visited the school,"
said Kathy Fleming, alumni program assistant.

. .

David Baber photo

The original statue of Sacajawea, as she now stands in the
basement of Hargreaves Hall, is soon to have a facelift. Professor

John Ross of the anthropology department will supervise the
student project.

Contest entries taken
Originality · and imagination
are the keys to a poetry and
photography contest sponsored
by The Easterner this winter
quarter.
Cash prizes of $25, $15 and $10
will be awarded to the top three
EWU student entries in each
category. Winning entries will be
published ih a winter quarter
issue of The Easterner.
Poems will be limited to six per
applicant. There are no length or
subject limitations. Manuscripts
should be typed and doublespaced with name, address, and
telephone number included on
each page.
Poetry submissions will be
judged by editors of the Willow
Springs, a campus creative writing publication. Winning poems
may be printed in the spring issue
of the magazine.
Photographers should submit

GOP leader
talks tonight
State Representative Mike McGinnis (Rep.-Spokane) will be the
featured speaker· at the EWU
Young Republican · meeting tonight at 7 p,m.
·
Vice~hairman Jerry King said
the meeting, to be held in PUB
. 121, is open to the public. He· said
any students interested in the
club are invited to come.
This will be the group's last
meeting of the year.

no more than three black and
white or toned prints. Photos
must be no smaller than 5" by 7"
and no larger than 11" by 14" .
Photos may be mounted or
unmounted. Name, address, and
phone number should be included
on the back of each print.
All photo contest entrants
should be able to supply an 8" by
10" black and white glossy to the
Easterner for later publication.
Judges will be Professor Jim
Marshall of the physics department and Professor Bob Lloyd of
the art department. Both are
photography instructors.
All entries should be submitted
to the Easterner office, PUB 119,
no later than 5 p.m. on Friday,
Jan. 26. Staff members of The
Easterner and Willow Springs
are not eligible for competition.

"She was created by a wellknown sculptor in Boston named
Cedallin and came to be regarded
as the official hostess of the
Cheney Normal School."
But Sacajawea was not destined to spend a peaceful eternity
in Showalter Hall. In fact, during
the years between 1945 and 1960,
Fleming said , she played a large
part in the ongoing rivalry between Whitworth College and
Eastern .
At one point, she disappeared
from Showalter only to be found
in a boxcar at a train station in
Portland, Ore.
Another time, a group of Whitworth saboteurs placed an outhouse right in front of her, causing Sacajawea to "point the way"
to the men's room.
On another occasion, students
and faculty returned to school to
find Sacajawea and an anonymous Indian warrior, also of
Showalter Hall, on the front lawn
in a very compromising position,
to say the least.
But of all the indignities she
suffered, those were not the
worst. The statue was a symbol of
wisdom and courage to some. But
to others her outstretched arm
was a jungle gym and her body a

Eastern students now have the
opportunity to study at a Canadian university for the same
price they pay at EWU.
Dr. Cornelius Groenen , director of foreign study programs in
: the department of modern Ian. guages and literatures , said
Eastern has a year-round program at Concordia University in
Montreal.
"Students enroll at Eastern,
pay the same tuition and may
take any of the courses at the
university," he said. The second
term at the university begins
Jan . 8 and students should apply
immediately.
Groenen said the university,
though English-speaking, has an
impressive program in modern
languages, especially in French.
Concordia University has two
campuses, a high-rise building in

.
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Call 235-4975 for appointment

COUPON .. .. .. ............ .... .... .
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Only six left, hurry!

~
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Owl Pharmacy
120 F Street

Cheney

235-8441

Coupon must accompany order
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STORE HOURS: Mon.-Sat. 9:30-6:00

BIKINI PANTY
BRIEFS
Sizes ~10
SARCO
Price

on College Ave. across from Telephone Office
through the Ba;ber Shop

1928 - 1at

Red<en Products

602 W. Rivtnide

ONLy $7-Shampoo, cut, dry
CALL 235-62116

81ern,t 8_,.,

I

For Better Buys

Experienced in Men's & Women's Current Styles

the
elegant egg

,..,

SARCO

H ·
·
S
·
a1rcuttmg peciahst

6~

& Styles

::::,

NEW-Sandi Harris

SOUP OR SALAD
BAKED POTATO OR
FRENCH FRIES
LOAF OF HOT
SOURDOUGH BREAD

Men's & Women's Cuts

$4.99 with coupon

Tuesday-Friday until 9
and Monday afternoons

ROAST BEEF DINNER

Con"8te Hai' Cn Pnxb:1s

5-oz. size

NEW- Evening Hours

DINNER
ONLy

SNIP & STYLE

z

at MICHAEL'S SALON

2tor1

the center of the metropolitan
area and a traditional campus in
West Montreal , the English section of the city.
For more information and registration , contact Dr. Groenen,
Patterson Hall 3144 or the Office
of E xtended Programs, Sue Holden, Showalter Hall 220.

Jontue Cologne

TWO ... NEW

COUPON GOOD ANYTIME THROUGH DEC. '2, 1971

I

Montreal studies offered

.......................................

I
I

ed destined for the rock heap
until J ohn Ross of the anthropology department rescued her .
Ross then made plans to restore
the statue to her former likeness
with the help of his students.
'
Sacajawea is still in the basement of Hargrea ves Hall but will
soon be under repa ir . Sometime
in the nea r future she will make
her second debut, appropriately
enough, on the second fl oor rotunda in Showalter Hall .
Hopefull y, she will be treated
with the respect she deserves
because, a fter all , how man y of
us get a second chance like this?
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2/$1.00

SWEATERS
Assorted Styles
and Colors
Sizes
S-M-L
Values
; to $16.00
SARCO Price

ROBES
Large Sea:tion
Sizes S.XL
Vabts to $27.49

Sizes 3-16
Large Selection

SARCO

~~co

Price

BRUSHED ORLON

$8.nn

uu

Assor18d Styles
and Colors
Vaka to $12.99
Sizes
S-M-L

SARco

Price

2pa;,$1.00

LONG COATS
Values to $64.00
large Selection

~~co

~RCO $4.lln
uu

moo

$10.00

LONG GOWNS
Assorted Styles
and Colors
Values .to $8.99

BOOTIES
Assorted Styles
and Cokn

JUNIOR TOPS

Price

!,nior Styted

Pants n' Jeans

Sizes
S-XL

SARCO

Price

$4.00

ORLON SOCKS
Assorted Styles
and Colors
Sizes

l5-10

SARCO

Price

ne

pr .

PLUS HUNDREDS OF UNADVERTISED SPECIALS
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It hos become somewhat of a tradition for The Easterner
editor to write a farewell thank-you column at the close of the
school year or at the end of his/ her stint as chief lunatic. Well,
the school year is only one-third over and this editor isn't saying
goodbye just yet, but a word of thanks is still in order.
They soy the first time is always the hardest, no matter what
the task it is you ore trying to accomplish. When 20 strangers
wondered through the door lost September, none of them fully
realized what it would mean to be a port of the Easterner staff.
From Monday through Thursday, the days whizzed by in blur of
clattering typewriters, terrifying deadlines, and hectic late-night
schedules.
But amidst the noise and confusion, a camaraderie began to
develop. And somehow, through all the pandemonium, most
managed to hong on to their sanity.
If Bob Hope were to come strolling through this office today,
humming "Thanks for the Memories," this is what I would recall
first :
Unflappable reporters such as Mory Matsumura, who sot
through student legislature meetings the entir e quarter and
lived to tell about it. . . Diano Robinson, on eager and willing
writer who has shown much improvement and increasing
ski 11. . . Tom McCrody, a veteran staffer from lost year who
helped out in many tight spots .. . Lisa DeAlvo, whose zany
outlook brightened not only her stories but the lives of everyone
in the office . . .Rick Solvodoleno, a steady, reliable writer with a
flair for whipping life into the dullest of news items .. .Julie
Norbeck, another recruit from lost year who has contributed
fine featu res ... Greg Sponjer, a conscientious worker who put
in long hours without complaint and added much to the
entertainment pages .. .and Isabelle Astigorrogo, on exchange
student from Fronce who writes better in a foreign language
than many who were born to it.
And in the sports deportment, on able crew included Ha/
Bronkemo, always willing to toke a stab at anything .. .Bruce
Holbert , who invested much time in coverinq intromuruol
action ,. . . and "Eagle Eye" Don Heiligenstein, who devoted
many a Tuesday evening to tedious headline-writing sessions.
A competent reporting staff was bocked up by on equally
skilled group of photographers. These creative geniuses, who
rarely griped about getting lost-minute assignments that send
them tromping all over campus, include Dove Bober, Shown
Boling, Adom Nomerow, Don Rock, Evon Rupert and Doug
Wr ight . And even though they joined late in the game, lob
assistants Don Horris and Doug Hilson jumped right into the
swing of things.
Creativity and originality was the trademark of res ident artist
Debb i e Mason , whose cartoons and illustrations added much to
the newspaper each week.
And who could forget our loveable advi sor and ad manager
Chuck St . John, w ~o helped gu ide us through the first frantic
weeks . Also , thanks to Jenny Gould, advertising assistant and
trusty proof-reader.
The editor ial staffers, who a ss ume the bulk of the burden of
getting a paper out every week, include news editor Lindo
Kin/er, a top- notch writer who never complains about being
assigned sto ries 20 minutes before deadline . . . feature editor
Caro l Wetzel, w ho dreamed up the idea of "So you wont to be
a . .. ?" and kept it g oing strong .. . Kitty Macinnis, entertainment
edit or, who managed to juggle coverage to appeal to all
ta st es . . .Scott Bahr, sports editor, who pat ientl y kept all the
sports news flow ing i n week ofter week ... photo ed itor John
Corapi, a darkroom d ictator who mode everything run smoothly
and o nly occasionally tried to sco re the editor by insisting all the
pictures were lost. . . and Lizzie Via ll, associate editor and
right- hand m an , who dished out assignments, pounded out
story ofter story and cheerfully stayed up until 2 o .m. several
times to finish laying out the newspaper.
An editor couldn't ask for a more dedicated and willing
bun ch . Thanks, gong .-- N .G.
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Letters
BSU replies
This letter is in response to
Marc Lindsey's opening letter
in the November 16, 1978
issue of the Easterner.
Marc Lindsey neglected to
get the facts about a request to
put the Black Student Union on
the agenda for the AS. Legislative meeting which met on
November 13, 1978. We, the
BSU, asked to be put on the
agenda four (4) days in advance . The AS. secretary
foiled to fill our request. Due
to her error, the AS. office
gave us first priority on the
agenda.
The request was honored
verbally at the November 13,
1978 AS. Legislative meeting.
The request for funds to send a
black representative from
EWU to Atlanta for the National Organization for the Black
Student Conference was a
legitimate request and was
respected by the legislators
who voted approval of the
funds.
Opportunities for students to
be involved in educational
experi~nces is or should be a
pr iority to the un iversity and
with the student body at
Eastern .
At the AS. meeting, the BSU
was unfairly reprimanded and
was so demanded to give A.S.
legislators additional time to
approve the BSU budget. Due
to the sec,3tory's error, the
BSU budget had not been
reviewed in advance . The
situation was unfortunate.
However, it appears that Marc
Lindsey's concern was with the
reallocation of $550.00 (from
one BSU budget category to
another) for an educational
experience of a black student.
It would seem more appropriate that he be concerned with
such cost as $24, 192 and
$3,495, both of which were
apparently wasted on obviously unwanted ( or poorly
publicized?) entertainment for
students at EWU. The procedures of this tranc;action to
which Mr. Lindsey seems to be
so vehemently opposed, are
of liule consequence but ·rather have been used as a smoke
screen to clouJ some underlying issues .that apparently
prevail for Mr. Li11dsey. His
retaliation in the Easterner as
a legislative member, a repre-

sentative of the entire EWU
student body, most certainly
does not reflect his interest in
the cultural, e,ducational, and
social experience of black
students on this campus.
Mr. Lindsey's letter was in
poor taste and is regarded as
an affront lo the Black Student
Union Organization. There is
no need for this kind of
harassment from our fellow
representative, as we are
looking forward to a cooperative relationship with the Associated Students Organization in the future.
Cynthia A Newsom
President
Black Student Union

Football fan

With the proposal to increase the student minimum
wage, that was done. On
November 7, 1978, Ron Weigelt and I met with the Administration Advisory Group.
Attending that meeting were
Dr. Frederickson, Philip Marshall, Daryl Hagie, John Fayhe, Pot Whitehill, Katherine S.
Sherman, and Mr. Dolan. Fred
Johns was delayed and not
present for the question and
answer session and the final
decision .
After discussing the proposal to increase the student
minimum wage and the 10page report, Dr. Frederickson
asked all present if the items
should be placed on the
agenda for the November
Board meeting . Everyone agreed that it should.
The other student items
proposed for consideration by
the Board of Trustees were
sent to Mr. Dolan in two
separate memos dated No~ember 1 and November 2,

1978. In discussing the matter
Despite the win-loss record,
the EWU football squad has
had a very successful season .
The Eagles finished second in
the conference in total offense
and defense, along with having six first team, all-district
players. This hos been an
exciting season to follow as
the Eagles have witnessed
such events as a six-game
winning streak, shutouts, and
national ranking .

with him, he insisted that the
agreed policy to be followed
was discussed with Kim Wiseman and Denver Parmenter on

As a legislator and as a
player, I'm proud of the desire
to win the team has displayed.
The squad has shown exactly
what excellent coaching,
good recruiting, and intense
player determination can do
for a team. With a perfect
home record, the Eagles have
never let their hometown fans
down, maybe next year the
fans can do the Eagles a favor
and fill up the stands.
Terryl Ross
Leg. Pas. #15

Dolan for consideration and
the new policy outlined to the
Associated Students. To do
otherwise, as Mr. Dolan suggested by his insistence on his
November 3 conversation,
loses its validity because of its
ex post facto and post hoc
ergo propter hoc logic.
The Board of Trustees cannot be blamed for not wanting to consider the material
presented. They are responsible to the taxpayers of the
State of Washington for the
operations of this University.
To be asked to act on n:iateriol
never before seen by them is
unfair.

Agenda goof
I read with interest the
comments made by Mr. Ken
Dolan, assistant to the president, in the November 16,
1978 issue of The Easterner. I
find his statement to be both
interesting and unique. In that
article, Mr. Dolan states that
the student proposed items for
the agenda of the Boord of
Trustee's meeting are, "to be
presented to the president's
planning and budgeting committee."

November 3, 1978. This is after
the dates that the material
was subm!tted to him.
However, it seems that the
material submitted, in a timely
manner, could have been forwarded to the proper administration committee by Mr.

There was miscommunication somewhere. To leave.
things as they ore not only in- J
vites disaster but more foolish
mistakes.
Edward Woodell

Letters to the editor should be
submitted to The Easterner office, PUB 119, no later than
Tuesday noon of each publication
week. All letters sho~d be typed
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So you "W"ant to ~e a • •
Philosophy
By Carol Wetzel
Philosophy courses at Eastern
are designed to reteach students
how to think like they did when
they were four and five years old,
said Stephen H. Scott, department chairman .
"People acquire stupidity
through education which trains
them not to ask questions but
instead to accept things as true
because someone in authority
told them so," Scott said . "We
teach students to ask 'what does
it mean' and 'is it true' and to
answer those questions through
analyzing arguments:.."

Seems like a pretty radical
attitude to say that education is
the cause of stupidity . Scott
agrees:
"Radicalism--that's our line of
work. Most good philosophers
were a little bananas. They didn't
quite fit in."
The chairman said a degree in
philosophy isn't particularly
helpful in finding a job, and
teaching positions in the field are
hard to come by.

"That's not our intention (preparing students for the job market) . We give the student something of his own to help him
oppose external forces the world
puts upon him. That's the function of knowing what's true, you
know you are on firm ground and
that's necessary for a meaningful
life.

don 't think clearly, they just take
" meaningless " jobs--like clerking in department stores or sometimes working in a college administration--and never question
the world around them . "Most
people spend their lives doing
idiotic things."
Between five and 10 majors
graduate with a degree from the
department each year. Five faculty members comprise the staff.
Philosophy split from the English
department several years ago,
Scott said.

Urban
"This department is not for the
feeble-minded," he said. Students are pressured to handle
difficult problems by structuring
thoughts, fitting facts together to
prove whether something is true.
"The pressure actually gets entertaining once · you get used to
it," Scott said and grinned.
1

'1f the world had only a modest
amount of intelligence it'd be a
Jot better off." People, he said ,

and
Regional
~lanning
Students who want to have a
hand in directing the future of
their communities might find the
path to such involvement through
urban and region~) planning, said
Joseph N. Luther, chairman of
the department.
"We're very strong on community involvement and public
service," he said .

Yourturn

Brekki Moberg, 20, criminal justice, junior-The Easterner is a
really good newspaper. It needs
more articles about the students
on campus. Some world news
would be good to include too.

Ernst Gohlert, profesaor, department of government-I. feel the
coverage has improved considerably. The direction of the newspaper has taken in providing information on academic affairs is
good. It's important to talk about
the programs and opportunities
,~vailable on campus rather than
j·ust entertainment. There is nothing wrong with entertainment,
but you have to put things in
terms of priority and that calls
for a more serious approach.

Mary Shears, computer servicesI usually pick it up first thing
Thursday mornings and read it
before work. I especially enjoy he
letters to the editor. But I would
like to see stories once in awhile
about some of the university
staff, so students could get some
idea of what it is like on our side.
It could be an eye-opener for
them.

Rearda n." Then students went
door-to-door a nd based on responses to the survey , drew up a
plan .

ThP.se services to communities
are usually donated free , Luther
said . Professor Fred Hurand of
the department said a des ire to
improve communities and at the
same lime gain valuable experience is motivation enough for the
services .
A variety of specialized areas
are open to planners, Luther said .
Students can become city and
county planners , site development specialists and more.
They can find positions working for local governments or in
·the private sector such as with
financial institutions and large
corporations with land holdings.

Eastern's planning department
initiated a graduate program this
year and it involves 10 students .
There are 50 undergraduates .
The planning faculty also work in
the field as consultants, planners
or in other positions in addition to
teaching at E;istern .
"We utilized students as manpower when in Reardan last
year," Luther said. "We had
them structure a survey in class
for a comprehensive plan for

ACROSS

Darrell Reed, 22, geology, gradate student-It's been real good.
I'd like to see more feature
articles and a bit more sports
coverage.

Steve Kinn, 22, history, senior-I
think The Easterner gives really
good coverage as far as what's
going on at the campus. They've
showed that it's not an administration paper by printing stories
about the football player being
declared ineligible and the HEW
investigatiop. A few years back,
the newspaper put in outside
issues, not just stories relating to
students. I would like to see more ·
of that again.

The department participates in
the Partnership for Rural Improvement, an educational consortium with Washington State
University, Spokane School District 81 and area commu'nity colleges . The partnership was form ed to improve the process of rural
planning and development .and
assigns both faculty and students
in projects.

••

Professor Bill Kelley of the
department said the demand is
growing for urban and regional
planners and is expected to con- ,
tinue growing into the 1980's .

TODAY'S CRDSSWDBD PUZZLE

How would you evaluate the
coverage provided by the Easterner? What would you like to
see included in the newspaper
next quarter?

Ray Osterberg, 44, business and
history, senior-It's better than it
used to be .

Planning is an applied, as opposed to theoretical field of study,
. so students spend much of their
time gaining practical experience . The undergraduate program , now 10 years old, involves
students in community development, comprehensive planning,
survey techniques and report
preparations, among other skills .

~

Carol Bellinger. geography. senior--It's adequate for campus
activities. Include next quarter a
proof-reader on the staff.

Kourosh Habibpour. 35, business.
graduate student-First of all, I
really like the opinion polls. Most
people are too lazy to write
letters to the editor and the polls
are good because they let people
know what others think. More
news about the school is needed,
such as what departments are
doing and what problems they
are facing. The administration
would see this and learn more of
what the students want and need.

1 Sank a tee
shot
5 Majority
9 Navigates
14 Account
15 To the
sheltered
side
16 Arm bones
17 Cash regis ter
18 Italian coins
19 Morning in
Nice
20 Wrath
21 Peace move
23 Behavior
25 Image
26 - bag
27 Sale term
29 Idiot
32 Sufficient
35 Season
36 Storage
building
37 Delude
38 Vaporizer
39 Stratfordon--

40 Partner
41 Antler
42 Knight's
mount
43 Car of the
past

44
45
46
48
52

56
57

58
59
60
61

62
63
64

Stiffens
Anguish
Nary
Farewell
party
Furnaces: 2
words
Gal in a song
Type style
Dry
Marsh
Stair part
Church
leader
Tableland
Boxing
brothers
Unique per-

son
65 Crafts ' partner
DOWN

1 House area
2 African city
3 Girl 's name
4 Pa. 's neighbor
5 Antagonism
6 Alop
7 Wheys
8 Palm reader
9 Rhus genus
shrub
10 Texas town
11 Concentrated

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Last week's puzzle
A R I s. H 0 w r o
R A S H
D A F T •o R E A 0
E L K 0
E F F E R V E S C E
P A I L
S T V M I E • T I s
E S p V
R E E rJIE]A K PA RA~ S T R- r o r A L S
A T 0 N E. A N T I
P E A
s r A N 0 U P C 0 M E D I A N
T A o• G R E A r• S E N S E
B E E R
E R A S E D .N E B
- G AS.CA s E S
SHREDS
G A 0
C O E D
A R I S T 0 C R A T
A R N I
M E T S
s L A T E M I N E
p 0 S T
P E E P
H O N E O

s.

-I

12 Put
13 Transmitted
21 11 - : Mussolini

42 Family members
44 Nasty looks
45 Garden tool
47 Fur
22 Hazy
48 Marsh bird
24 Lulu : Slang
49 Noted Can .
27 Singer Vikki
doctor
and artist
50
Gounod
Emily
work
28 Hunting dog 51 Insects
30 Agave
52 Thyme, e.g .
31 Pool
53 Charles
32 Off
Lamb
33 Breakwater 54 Partly inun34 Procesdated forest
sional dance 55 Cast or
35 Locality
pig 36 Overstuffed 59 Wee in Glasgow
38 Luster
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Three tined for dorm vandalism

Yearbook ,p ostponed

It started out as fun and games.
No one stopped to think about
what it could lead to.
What began on a Saturday
night last month as a few drinks
with congenial friends in Pearce
Hall ended with damage to carpets, fire extinguishers and personal property, with fines totaling $1,826 .16 for three nonstudents from Spokane.
According to Detective Sergeant Aethel Wise of Campus
Safety, three men, all 18 years
old, were visiting a friend in
Pearce. After "a few drinks," the
three left and, on their way out,
shot off nine fire extinguishers

A.S . President Ron Weigelt said plans to publish a university
yearbook have been postponed 'until studies can determine if there
is an adequate student demand.
The yearbook, " Kinickinick,'' was discontinued in 1971 after a
period of sharply declining sales. According to Weigelt, the
problem was researched and it was found that a lack of adequate
promotion and changing student attitudes in the late 1960s and
early 1970s combined to cause its failure .
Weigelt said two student publications were printed in 1976,
including the "Graduate Record, " featuring graduating seniors
and the " New Student Record," with pictures of incoming
freshmen . He said these wer~ so well received that the A.S .
legislature voted last spring to allocate $17,500 to publish a
yearbook similar in quality to previous publications.
William Wynd, professor of marketing, is now conducting
research to provide information on the feasibility of publishing a
yearbook .
Oral and written reports of the study will be presented to the
Associated Student Legislature on Monday, Dec . 4, at 2:30 p.m. in
the A.S. office, third floor PUB .

from the elevator into the hallways . The extinguishers were
then thrown off the fire escape
balcony . Some were damaged
beyond repair. Extinguisher repair costs reached $162.72.
The nozzle of one extinguisher
was inserted through an open
window near the third floor fire
escape and emptied into a room
belonging to two girls who had
left for the weekend. Damage
was done to records, jewel boxes
and a television set. Both girls
were awarded $300 over and
above damages, Wise said.
The three youths were each
charged with a gross misde-

Boo k refund policy changed
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C~eney

the registrar's office and the
bookstore," he said.
Fredrickson, Kay Sherman,
provost of academic affairs, -Del
Liljegren, registrar, Russ Hartman, assistant business manager, and Jerry ·Douglas, bookstore manager, agreed that administrators were liable for making confirmation changes . They

•
•

j~
$2
fashion top
235-6511

~

''Through this policy there is now
better communication between

EWU's Model United Nations
group will take up the study of the
African nation Malawi next
quarter in the form of an MUN
laboratory worth upper division
government credits.
"The course, Internation Organization , will be offered once a
year," said Nelson Allen , MUN
cha irman . "The laboratory section will be two days a week . It
will basically be run by students ."
Three days a week the class

Broken Out of Batteries, or Disused by New Years .

ij.

Our~~~e

decided students should be allowed to refund their books for
the original cost.
To take advantage of the policy, students must present confirmation slip and book receipts to
Registrar Del Liljegren. After
obtaining special certification,
the student must relay it to Jerry
Douglas, bookstore manager .

United Nations study slated

This Year . .. INSTEAD of "fad" items,

'

meanor, fined $608.72 and given a
90-day, one-year suspended sentence.
"None of them had a previous
record," Wise said. "Now this
will stay with them for the rest of
their lives.
"What they did was serious,"
he added. "Just fooling with the
extinguishers is a violation in
itself. What if there had been a
fire? Had someone been killed
then the charges could have been
ma.nslaughter."
Another fire extinguisher was
shot off in another dorm a week
later, Wise said.

j

~!te~~i~!C~QSt;;opl:Je~~:~g ~e~II

ever want in a stereo, in features and total sound I

ADVE,T

.o.YAMAHA

will focus on international organization . The course is part of the
department of government's international politics ana comparative politics series .
The course will be taught by
Dr . Ernst Gohlert, professor of
government, and Kent Goods peed , EWU diplomat -in-residence.
Students interested in the class
or the Model United Nations
group should contact Gohlert at
Patterson 2053.

Journalis111 contest set
Journalism entries in the fields
of print news, broadcasting, photojournalism and student journalism will be accepted until Jan . 27
for the eleventh annual Robert F .
Kennedy awards for outstanding
coverage of the problems of the
disadvan~ged.
The competition is the largest
program to honor outstanding
reporting on problems of the
disadvantaged.
Professional
awards are given in the four
journalistic coverage categories
of print (newspaper and magazine), television, radio and photojournalism.

What do you really ~ant in a stereo system? Isn't it just this: the best possible
reproduction of music, f~~m records and radio, at the lowest possible price? Then this
system merits your careff consideration.
The key to its exceptional m~icality is the new Advent/1 loudspeaker. It has the same
amazingly accw-ate to~ balance, extended high frequency response and power handling
ability as the larger, ~t-selling Advent Loudspeaker. In fact, it comes within a half
octave of matching the
performance of its big brother, at a far lower price!
But great speakers are pat the whole story. 'Ibis system is powered by the Yamaha CR22A> am/fm stereo
with all the quality and features we've come to expect from
Yamaha. Its crafts
p, low distortion and reliability match thole of the biggest,
most expensive Yamaha ipodels.
The natural completi~ of System 519 is the new Garrard GT 25P semiautomatic
turntable. Its simplicity I and elegant styling place it far ahead of all competition.
Particularly important ~ its low tonearm mass, which imposes no limitations on the
widerange Ortofon FF 15~ cartridge.

bai58

~,:;I

Entries may include accounts
of the life styles, handicaps, and
potential of the disadvantaged in
the U.S., insights into the causes,
conditions and remedies of these
situations, and critical analyses
of public policies, programs, attitudes and private endeavors relevant to the disadvantaged.
To be eligible, entries must

--~-~-~---~--~--------~--,
Kirby Company of Chaney

·JasUSS.47 Down, '21.15 A Month!

System
Price
Including Our Blue Chip SYl!lem Wentll'ltV
I

have been published or broadcast
in the U.S. for the first time in
1978. Each copy of each entry
must be accompanied by a copy
of. the appropriate entry form .
Only films, tapes and cassettes
are returnable, and only upon
request. ·
Print news entries must be
submitted in three copies, and
must be mounted in scrapbooks.
Print news entires may not exceed 14 inches by 17 inches in
mounted size.
A cash prize of $1,000 may be
awarded to the entry judged most
outstanding in each group, and a
grand prize of $2,000 may be
awarded to the most outstanding
of the four category winners.
' Entries must be received by
the Robert F . Kennedy Journalism Awards Committee, 1035 30th
St. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20007
no later than Saturday, Jan. 'Z'/.
The national Indian newspaper, Akwesasne Notes, won the
RFK Journalism Award in 1973.

VICIIIID Salas and Service

Cash Price with Tax $545.47 .,.... Down Payment $85.47-24 Monthly Payments $21.95Toeal Deferred Price $612.27-Annual Percentage Rate 12!,-Upon Approval of
Credit-Insurance, li Desired, Extra.

.
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STORE HOURS:

I OPEN 'TIL 9 MON & FRI
1

10 a.ni.~ p.m. T, W, Th, Sa
. OPEN SUNDAY 12-6 .

Students: We have machinea
for you starting at $22.60.
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CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
Tremendous Savings on New & Used Machines
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Associated Students Government
of Fall Quarttt.r
GARY NICHOLS, Director of Public Relations
Gar,1's job is to handle all non-social publicity.
He handles club fairs, press releases and advertisements for all forms of media.
STEVE NACCAROTO, Assistant to the Director
of Public Relations
' Steve worked in the public relations office for
most of Fall Quarter where he gained experience
in handling publicity. Steve is now in charge of
SARB publicity.

RON WEIGELT, President
Ron has been involved in student government for
years. His present job requires that he spend 30-50
hours a week going to meetings, planning events,
attending conferences and other social events.
FRED McDOWELL, Vice President
The job of vice president is intense and demanding. He must follow Ron's directions for jobs and
do other duties such as elections which require
about 80 hours of preparation.
KIM WISEMAN, Speaker of the Legislature
The legislative branch holds the purse strings to
all budgets and must keep control of the A.S. budget of over $300,000.
STEVE SCHNEIDER, Administrative Assistant
Steve served Fall Quarter and won't be returning
this winter. Steve refiled everything in the office.
He must also fill positions on committees. Kathy
Rodgers will replace him.
DAVID LEWIS, Attorney General
David's job is diverse. He organized the bus
shuttle, managed traffic court and accomplished
other high level administrative duties. He will not
be returning Winter Quarter.
RICHELLE POTTER, SARB Chairperson
Richelle worked all summer quarter and most of
Fall Quarter. She organized dances, concerts and
various other forms of entertainment.

DWIGHT VAN BRUNT, SARB Special Activities
Assistant
Dwight started Fall Quarter in the special activities position where he gained experience and
insight of the organizational procedures. He is
presently chairperson of SARB.
TIM FREDRICKSON, Assistant to the Attorney
General
Tim has worked under David for Fall Quarter and
will be on sabbatical until Spring Quarter. He's
accomplished the bookstore refund policy and
initiated a consumer advocacy approach to student
problems.
DIANA MORALES, Secretary
Diana is the secretary for all the legislators and
cabinet. This totals over 20 people. Her major
concerns are keeping organized and maintaining
her sanity.
THE A.S. WOULD 'LIKE TO THANK THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE
FOR THEIR TIME AND EFFORT:
Nelson Allen, Chairperson of ASCIB; Kathy Rodgers, Administrative Assistant for Winter and Spring Quarters; Sue Heslin, Public
Relations Assistant; Louise Lauff, Legislature Clerk; Rich Kuda,
SARB Publicity; and all SARB and other committee members.

Policies Enacted Tiis Ouart•

1. Bus Shuttle between Cheney and Seattle, the

cost runs about half of a normal trip.
2. Bookstore refund policy developed for students
who buy books then receive schedule changes.
3. Winter quarter starting date moved from the
1st to the 3rd.
4. First club fair with 15 clubs presented.
5. First grievance notice. (see bottom of page)
6. Campus safety agreed to publicize parking
changes.
7. Parking lot closures stopped.

NEXT QUARTER

Fal Oaat• Entertainment
1. Excellent movies at low cost
2. 99e dances

3. Concerts
a.
b.
c.
d.

James Lee Stanley
Grateful Dead
Shawn Phillips
Jazz Concert

4. Speakers
a. John Dean
b. Congressional Candidates

1. State lobbying against tuition increases.

2. More speakers, concerts, Monte Carlo night,
semi-formal.
3. Survey of student attitudes.

WAITING FOR BOT ACTION
1. $16,000 sound system for PUB.

2. Increase minimum wage to $2.47.
3. Full time activities director.

A.S. Legislature members from left are:
Melody Lewis, Steve Kinn, Vickie Elder, Dennis
Blackburn, Ron Keene, Speaker Kim Wiseman,
Leg. Clerk Louise Lautt, Marc Lindsey, Denver
Parmenter, Mike Leahy, Ernest Sjoberg.

-------------------------------------------------------------EWU GRIEVANCE NOTE

EASTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
This buck is good for one (1) direct communication between you and someone interested in hearing and responding
to your concerns. If you are POed at somebody, or over some issue, or if you want some information, or just want to
make a suggestion - - - fill in this buck, check the appropriate box on the back and drop in the campus mail.

Dat,t,.__ _ _ _ ____;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Signed (Optional,,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address (Optional)

I
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Gallery
It's a calendar again

SARB gives events preview
Despite misfortunes Assoc iated Students and the Student
Activities Review Board suffered
this quarter, plans for next quarter are shaping up nicely , says
Acting SARB chairman Dwight
Van Brunt.
Van Brunt said that while he is
mainly responsible for scheduling dances, he is Also working on
bringing to Eastern's campus
several mini-concerts as well as a
major concert. SARB is presently
looking for committee members
and- Van Brunt says--welcomes
any suggestions students want to
offer regarding types of entertainment they 'd like to see here.
Winter quarter 's entertainment activity calendar will have
a hangup, flipover format , to the
relief of many who have com-

plained about past designs . No
games, frills, no fancy stuff-weekdays will have names and
seven-day weeks will span the
calendar 's width .
Recent calendars, because of
their lack of conventional layout,
have been a frequent source of
student gripe. "They're confusing .. .a waste of materials,
time and effort. .. useless," stu. dents have said .
Van Brunt, in a " sneak preview" of $ARB-sponsored winter
events, listed the following: A
Morrison Hall band-share dance,
with United Flyte, 9 p.m .-1 a.m.
in the PUB on the 12th, and
another dance featuring music by
Storm. Feb . 3 was the date
named for the winter quarter
formal.

Keynotes

Evan Rupert photo

Their reach is unending
l'wo members of the EWU University Dance Theatre prepare for tonight's program. The annual fall
production, which opened Wednesday, features 17 Eastern performers.

Vaudeville, jazz flavor ACT I motifs

Without a doubt, this year's sole music success story is Billy "Piano
Joel. With his album The Stranger, Joel has attracted audiences
of all ages--his spirited live performances are selling-out across the
country.
Joel has another smash hit with his latest release 52nd Street, nine
new compositions of ingenious originality . Although the album may
not reach the level of commercial success which was achieved by The
Stranger, Joel delves into new musical forms and utilizes a number of
multi-talented musicians .
All of side one is excellent, starting with " Big Shot," a spirited rock
tune. Joel then mellows out with " Honesty " which is followed by " My
Life," the first hit from 52nd Street. Side one ends with "Zanzibar,"
another typical Joel song which includes excellent trumpet work by
Freddie Hubbard.
Side two features a variety of interesting tunes, including "Until The
Night," a slow tune reminiscent of the 60's getaway from the
traditional Joel sound .
Billy Joel 's vocal and piano work continues as up to par. Numerous
saxaphone solos are well presented by Richie Cannata. 52nd Street
presents the Billy Joel sound at its best and a music fan of any caliber
would fine the album a worthwhile purchase.--G.S .
Man"

----Country-western music seems to be rocketing in popularity, and
Waylon Jennings is doing all he can to,insure this on his latest album,
I've Always Been Crazy.
It is rare that a country singer can come across as little more than a
corny cowboy to the popular music fan, but Jennings comes across in
"Crazy" with a sense of sincerity and truth.
If the album has a major flaw , it would have to be in that it lacks
variety . Even in a medley of Buddy Holly hits, Jennings doesn't break
away from the slow-paced style he is known for .
The themes are definitely country, with songs like "Tonight the
Bottle Let Me Down," and "I Walk the Line," but the meaning comes
across with no problem.
Waylon Jennings is building quite a gathering, and I've Always Been
Crazy isn't hurting things a bit.-R.S.

Scott Joplin and silvery moon
vaudeville flavors University
Dance Theatre's fall production,
ACT I (The Dance ), which opened last night and plays tonight,
Dec. 1 and 2 at 8 p.m. in Eastern's ·
University Theatre.
The dance program includes
"Shuffle Along ," a suite that
shuffles through 70 years of American jazz ; "La Femme," choreographed by graduate student
Linda Lincoln; and "La Maison,"
a suite of dances describing the

architectural heritage of mankind.
Live music with vocalization by
Karen Beardsley with Don Carey
at the piano will be featured
during segments of the production, directed and choreographed
by Associate Professor Edie
Bucklin and artist-in-residence
Leonard Fowler.
Lighting and special effects for
the programs are .being handled
by drama department chairman
Norm Boulanger.
Eastern students will be ad-

mitted to the production in the
University Theatre free, others
$3. For information and reservations, call campus ext. -2229, or
from Spokane, 838-5271.
University Theatre will also
host a dinner program at Chen-·
ey's Fireside Restaurant. Cost
will be $10 per person for dinner
and dance performance, to be
held Dec. 2, prior to the showing
in the University Theatre. All
proceeds will go to a dance scholarship fund.

Opera tenor featured at choir concert
Eastern 's music department
will present a choral concert
Sunday, Dec. , 3 at 8 p.m. in
Showalter Auditorium .
Opera singer Sosio Manzo of
New York's Metropolitan Opera,
brother of the choir's director,
Ralph Manzo, will perform with
the group.
The American-born tenor attended Central Washington University, UCLA, and was awarded
a fellowship by the Proscen'ium
Opera Company to continue repertory in Italy. He has performed at Carnegie Hall and Lincoln
Center as well as other famous
concert halls.

He will be featured at Sunday's
concert in several well-known
opera works. His wife and daughter are expected to provide his
instrumental accompaniment on
piano and flute, respectively,
said Dr. Ralph Manzo.

Also at the concert, choir
members will premier "Mass"
performance of 'the piece in the
Pacific Northwest and only the
third in the United States.
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Ringing their chimes

'Rhythm band'· winds up
Tonight the award winning
EWU Percussion Ensemble will
be presenting their eighth annual
Percussion Pops Christmas Concert. The Ensemble, which consists of 11 percussive arts students is directed by Professor
Martin Zyskowski.
In 1978 Zyskowski's group won
first-place ratings in both the
Percussion Ensemble category
and well as Mallet-Keyboard category at the Western States Percussive Arts Society Competition
Festival held last May at California State University at Northbridge.
The ensemble travels to various conventions and conferences, and for the past five years
the young percussionists have
taken first place in the Washington State Percussive Arts Competition.
Tonight's 8 o'clock perform-

ance will feature Bach's FugaFive, two percussion pieces by
arranger Ron Delp, and two Zykowski arrangements, "If" and a
traditional Christmas medley.
Both pieces will feature vocalist
Dee Dee Smith. The Pops Christmas medley will also feature the
13-piece EWU Trombone Choir
under the direction of Richard
Obregon.
The percussion concert is dedicated to Fred Hartley, former
percussion instructor at Eastern
and principal tympanist for the
Spokane Symphony Orchestra.
Hartley will be honored for his
numerous contributions to the
advancement of percussive arts
in the area.
Admission to the concert is free
and donations may be made to
the Fred Hartley Memorial
Scholarship Fund.

Entertainment briefs
DOC ROCKiT, a three-piece
rock and roll band, will be headlining a mini-concert in the PUB
tonight at 8 p.m .
Tickets are $2 and may be
purchased at Showalter's Hall
and Goofy's tavern's in Cheney or
at the PUB Info Desk and all
dorm offices.
This event is sponsored by the
Apa the tic Student Society of
EWU. The ASS is a not-for profit
society organized to: adequately
represent the apathetic student of
EWU, provide campus entertainment and generate interest from
apathy, says the organization's
president, Dan Bailey.
The Spokane Opera House Saturday, Dec. 9 will host Kenny
Loggins-a hit solo act just coming into his own. The former
member of the successful pop duo
"Loggins and Messina" is gaining popularity and acclaim with
his album "Nightwatch" and hit
"Whenever I Call You Friend,"
recorded with the help of Stevie
• Nicks of Fleetwood Mac fame.
Appearing with Loggins will be
Toto, a multi-talented young
band composed of session musicians with numerous big acts.
Toto's single "Hold the Line" and
their debut album are selling well
since their release a month ago.
The concert starts at 8 p.m .,
Dec. 9.

Charles Dickens' ''A Christmas
Carol," starring Scrooge, Tiny
Tim and the ghosts of Past,
Present and Future, opens at
Spokane's Civic Theatre tomorrow at 8 p.m.
The production, directed by
Dorothy Darby Smith, has a cast
of 54 which should get even the
stingiest Scrooge into the holiday
spirit.
Dr. Vincent Stevens, Dean of
Health Sciences at Eastern, and
the theatre's president, is playing
a minor role in the production.
The Dickens classic runs tomorrow and Saturday at 8 p.m.,
and Sunday at 2:30 p.m . See
Bulletin Board for additional
showings Dec. 6-10 and 13-16. For
ticket information and reservations, call Spokane 325-2507.

Bulletin
Board
..
Now-Dec. 7
Now-Dec. 6
Now-Dec. 8
Nov. 30

Nov. 30,
Dec. 1 and 2
Dec. 1

Dec.

2

Dec. 2 and 3
Dec. 3

ON CAMPUS
EXHIBIT: Hugh Webb, mixed-media , 8 a .m.-5 p.m., weekdays, EWU Gallery of Art ,

Art Building
EXHIBIT : Judy McMillan, needlework, noon-4 p.m., Pence Union Gallery
EXHIBIT: Tom Gore, photography, 8 a .m.-5 p.m., Grande Photo Gallery, Art Building
IN CONCERT : EWU Percussion Ensemble, Percussion Pops Concert, 8 p.m., Music
Building Recital Hall
PROGRAM: The Theory and Practice of Bellydancing, with Lynette Broadwell , noon,
Women's Center, Monroe Hall
IN CONCERT: Doc ROCKiT with Madrigal, PUB , 8 p.m. , $2
ON STAGE: EWU Dance Theatre, 8 p.m., Drama Building, call ext. 2825 for information
and reservations, from Spokane 838-5271. EWU students free , others $3
ON STAGE: Mexican Dance Program, presented by WSU theater group "El Quinto Sol, "
12:30-2 p.m ., PUB. Sponsored by EWU's Chicano Education Department
DINNER-DAN~E: _Tawank~ Commons' annual Christmas affair. Seatings at 4, 5 and 6
p.m.; dance With hve music by Juggernaut 9 p.m .-midnight. Meal free to meal ticket
holders, others $4; dance admission free. Informal
MOVIE: A.S. matinee, "Cartoon Festival" plus Christmas Play, presented by the EWU
Drama Department
MOVIE: "Murder by Death," 7 p.m., Sunday matinee, 2 p.m., PUB
IN CONCERT: EWU choral concert, with guest Metropolitan Opera singer Sosio Manzo ;
8 p.m., Showalter Auditorium
OFF CAMPUS

Nov. 30

RECITAL: Leroy Bauer, viola, Jay Mauchley, piano, 8 p.m ., SFCC Music Building
Auditorium
Dec. 1-3, 6-10, ON STAGE: Spokane Civic Theatre presents "A Christmas Carol," 8 p.m. For reservations,
13-16
call Spokane 325-25<Y7
Dec. I
IN CONCE8T: Oak Ridge Boys, 8 p.m., Spokane Opera House
Dec. 2
DINNER THEATER : University Dance Theatre closing night scholarship fund -raiser.
Cocktails, 5 p.m. ; dinner at·6 p.m., Cheney Fireside Restaurant. Dinner-dance · oncert, $10 ;
! dance performance only, $3, EWU students free
IN CONCERT : Spokane Symphony Orchestra with Barry Tuckwell, French horn, 8 p.m.
Dec. 2, 3
Saturday; Sunday. at 3 p.m., Spokane Opera House
Dec. 5
IN CONCERT : SFCC choirs, SFCC Music Building Auditorium , 8 p.m.
Dec. 6, 7,8
RECITAL: Traditional holiday program, "Christmas Fantasy," 8:15 p.m. (7:30 p.m.,
Friday), Unitarian Church, W321 Eighth, Spokane. Presented by Connoisseur Concerts
Association
Dec. 7
IN CONCERT: SFCC concert and stage bands, 8 p.m ., SFCC Music Building Auditorium
IN CONCERT : Kenny Loggins with Toto, 8 p.m., Spokane Opera House
Dec. 9
IN CONCERT: SFCC Symphony Orchestra with guest artist James Edmonds , EWU faculty
Dec. 10
member, piano. 8 p.m ., SFCC Music Building Auditorium
ON STAGE : "The Messiah, " presented by Whitworth College, 4 p.m. , Spokane Opera House
Dec. 11
IN CONCERT: B.J. Thomas, 8 p.m ., Spokane Coliseum
Dec. 13, 16, 17 IN CONCERT: Spokane Symphony Orchestra, "An Old Fashioned Christmas ," 8 p.m.,
Sunday 3 p.m ., Spokane Opera House
EVENT: Ice Capades, Sookane Coliseum
Dec. 25-31
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The Spokane Symphony Or- ·
chestra continues its 11)78-79 season with back-to-back performances on Saturday at 8 p.m. and
Sunday at 3 p.m. in the Opera
House.
Featured as guest artist will be
French horn master Barry Tuckwell, playing the Mozart Horn
Concerto No. 2 and premiering
for Spokane audiences Thea Musgrave's Horn Concerto, written in
1970 and dedicated to Tuckwell.
Tickets are available for both
performances at the Symphony
office, W. 245 Spokane Falls Blvd.
or at the Spokane Opera House.

CHENEY, WA. ·

z

PUB 7 pm Sat., 2 pm & 7 pm Sun.
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Zags drop hoopsters

Sports

by Mark Brumleve

Marksmen take first
Eastern's varsity rifle team notched a double victorv in recent
national collegiate competition in Richmond, Kentucky .
Rifle Coach George Naluai said the Eagle squad won 4,397 out of a
possible 4,800 points to capture the non-scholarship division title.
Moorhead University of Kentucky was second . Tournament host
squad, the University of Kentucky, which has dominated central and
southeastern rifle conference action for the past two years, was third.
"The Kentucky Wildcats completed their course of fire after
observing our sharpshooting performance, Naluai said. " I think they
were scouting out the competition. They were aware of Eastern's
reputation and quite impressed with the team's performance."
The Eagle squad dominated individual ~rformances as well .
Freshman Eddie Hale led the EWU marksman·with 1,113 of a possible
1,200 points to take the second-place individual award. He was
followed by junior Mary Hoban, fifth with 1,107 ; sophomore Paul
Szott, eighth with 1,091 ; and senior Lonnie Price, ninth with 1,086.
Eastern placed third overall in individual non-scholarship competition.
" Although not all of the non-scholarship schools in the eastern
region attended, we feel we're very competitive on a national level,
Naluai said. " We have an overall season record of 44 wins and five
losses against all competition in shoulder-to-shoulder tournaments.
He said the Eagles have an Inland Empire conference record of one
win and no losses , and will go up against the five competitors in five
more matches . The next meet will be hosted by Eastern on Saturday.
11

11

11

The Eastern Washington Eagles invaded Kennedy Pavilion
at Gonzaga University Tuesday
night looking for their second
straight win over the NCAA
Division I Bulldogs.
Gonzaga came into the contest
undefeated, winning their opening game over Whitworth 83-70
last Saturday. It was a fast paced first half
and the Eagles, with a scoring
spurt right before the buzzer,
were trailing 39-38 at the half.
In the second half, Eastern won
through an oppressing defense '
but Gonzaga 's quickness and
overall bo~rd~· ~trength speUed
defeat for the Eagles. ·
The Bulldogs outscored Eastern 33-25 in the second half to give
Gonzaga a 72-63 win and the
Eagles their first loss of the
~~00 .

and accurately from the outside
and 6-7 senior center Emir Hardy, hitting mostly from around
the basket.
But it was Vic White's "hang
gliding" slam dunk that started
to stoke the fire to make the
Eagle's engine move. White's
shot moved Eastern out to a 24-13
lead and the express kept on

Though the taller Falcons con~
trolled the backboards 45-44, it
was Eastern's pressuring-style
defense in the first half that
caused Seattle Pacific to turn the
ball over 11 times in the first 12
minutes.
· Hardy led Eagle scorers with
15 points and eight rebounds.
Sophomore Roger Boesel added
14 and Reed chipped in 12.

•

Gonza~a 's Carl Pierce led all
scorers with 20 points. For East- ·
ern, leading scorers were center
Emir Hardy with 15 points and
Vic White with 14.
Eagles win Monday

GLASSES MADE

A little pushing, a little shoving, a little running, deadly free
throw shooting and a couple of
slam dunks propelled the 1978-79
edition of the "Screamin' Ea- ·
gles'' to their first victory of the
year, 31st in a row, at the Special
Events Pavilion, with a 75-65 .
margin over cross-state Seattle
Pacific Monday night.
The Eagles showed true marksmanship at the charity stripe by
converting on 25 out of 28 shots
from the line, including 19 in a
row.
The Eagles started.fast as they
jumped out to a quick 12-4 lead,
thanks mainly to junior pointguard Terry Reed firing often

TO ORDER ,,

on Saturday•

too ...

FREE COLLEGE
~ EDUCATION@)

EASTERN
WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY

Army ROTC

. A NEW program available for the first time
at EWU and open to all students
men,
worn.en, .Fresh.man through Graduate
allows
you to earn the FULL COST of your education,
including TUITION, BOOKS AND FEES
with enough left over in most cases to cover
ROOM & BOARD.

. . . AND, there is NO Active Duty obligation
unless you choose it.
. . . Even if you' re an upperclassman or a Grad
student you can still take advantage of this
unique opportunity.

Can you afford to let this chance slip by?
GET DETAILS NOW - CALL OR VISIT
CAPTAIN JIM SPRING
ROTC DEPT. (CADET HALL)
EASTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
359-2386/2387
.

..

Adam Namerow photo

Emir Hardy [44) attempts a basket but is blocked by a Seattle Pacific
player as Eagle UliSledz (50) looks on. The first game of the season
brought the Eastern squad a 75-65 victory over the Falcons.

Grapplers meet Bobcats
Sophomore Mike Stolp, who
went to nationals last year, and
Rubin Martineaux, a high school
wrestling champ\on from Othello
High School, are the only two
undefeated Eagle wrestlers after
three weeks of competition.
The grapplers travel to Bozeman, Mont. this weekend to participate in the Bobcat Big Sky
Invitational. On Saturday, Dec. 9,
the grapplers will be hosting the
EWU Open Wrestling Touma- ·
ment.
Coach Stanley Opp said the
EWU grapplers beat Whitworth
College 30-6 on Nov. 21, lost to the
University of Oregon '37-7 Saturday and beat Grays Harbor College 34-7 to raise their dual meet

record to two wins and one loss.
"No senior or lettermen wrestled against Whitworth because
we felt we needed an opportunity
to see how our freshman could do
in competition and to find out
what kind of balance we'd have
towards the end of the season,"
said Opp. "It didn't hurt us that
bad because we got pins from
Dave Reimnitz at 150 pounds, Jay
Brechenridge and Steve Filkens."
The EWU grapplers bounced
back the next day by beating
Grays Harbor College 34-7 behind
pins from Rubin Martineaux at
136, Dave Reimnitz at 150, Fred
Guiterrez at 190 and Dan Thew at
heavyweight.

Dave's Auto Repair
.

,

Complete \Foreign Car Repair·

1

Servicing Al Maim' ForailJt Mak•
SPECIALIZING IN ,
VOLKSWAGEN
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The Eagle Eye
The National Football League
is going into its fourteenth week
and 16 teams are s till in line for
playoff s pots .
Cleveland , Seattle, New Engla nd , Houston, Denver, Pittsburg, Oakland, Miami a nd New
York are all s till in the running
for the five American Confernce
playoff spots.
In the American Conference
East, New E ngla nd is 10-3 and is
two games ahead of Miami. All
New England has to do is win two
out of three games to clinch an
automatic playoff berth . Miami
has a cha nce to be one of the two
wildcard teams . They will have
to win all three games aga inst
Washington , Oakland and Miami.
The New York J ets also have
playoff hopes. Their schedule is
to their advantage, as it is
weaker than other contenders.
The Jets have Baltimore, Cleveland and Dallas .
The AFC Central is virtually
won, with Pittsburg beating an
11-2 record . The Steelers are being chased by Houston and Cleveland . Houston has a 9-4 record
and an excellent chance of making the playoffs. Two out of three
would clinch a playoff spot.
Cleveland has small hopes . With
a 7-6 record , they will have to
hope for upsets to other teams.
The Western Division is up for
grabs with Oakland and Denver
8-5 and Seattle, 7-6. The division
winner automatically gets a playoff spot. Denver has to beat
Oakland and one other team to
take the title. Oakland needs to
beat Denver and its remaining
two games to win the division.

Seattle has to hope Oakland beats
Denver and loses to another
team . Denver would have to lose
twice for the Seahawks to be
division champions .
In the National Conference,
seven tea ms are in the playoff
bertt. battle : Atlanta, Los Angeles , Green Bay, Minnesota,
Washington, Philadelphia and
Dallas.
Los Angeles leads Atlanta by
two games in the Wes tern Division. Los Angeles has a 10-3
record and needs only a Ram win
and Atlanta loss to win the
division. Atlanta still has hopes
for a wild card if they can win two
out of three . Winning their last
three would ins ure them a spot.

By Dan Heiligenstein

Green Bay and Minnesota both
have 7-5 records in the Central
Division. The team that does n't ~
win the division probably won 't
make the playoffs. If they should
remain tied, Minnesota would be
champion as they beat and tie
Green Bay .
The Eastern Division has three
teams with high playoff hopes .
Dallas , Washington and Philadelphia are in contention. Dallas is
now the team they should be and
is a game a head of Was hington .
The Cowboys should be in the
playoffs. Washington and Philadelphia are both tied with 8-5
records . Both tea ms have excellent wild card chances if they can
win their remaining games.

Women open season
The EWU women's basketball
team enters the 1978-79 season
after its best season and being
named the top small college team
in the Pacific Northwest last
year .
Bill Smithpeters, beginning his
third year as coach, says he
hopes to produce the third
straight 20-victory season . The
Eagles were 20-7 in 1977 and 23-9
in 1978.
The season's schedule includes
16 home games and nine on the
road, with both Division I and
Division II schools . Smithpeters
said the squad· may be competing
on an independent status this
year. The women were in the
Eastern 4 league last year, but a
member school dropped out and
t~e league may be discontinued.

Leading the returning varsity
members is Jae Jae Jackson,

Sports
shorts

junior from Spokane, and last
year 's region nine first team
selection. Jackson has been the
offensive leader for the Eagles
during the past two seasons.
Also returning is Sue Karstetter, sophomore from Spokane
and leading rebounder. Becky
Fate of Wapato, sophomore outside shooter, joins the floor general, Arlene Somday, Curlew, at
the guard positions.
Smithpeters said his two major
concerns are the demanding
schedule and the growing
strength of the EWU oppom'!nts.
The season's openers are
scheduled for Friday against St.
Martin's College and Saturday at
the University of Washington.
The first game on campus will be
at 3 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 3, against
Northern Montana College.

Shawn Boling photo ·
Eagle hoopster Maria Loos goes up for a basket during practice last
week. The women's basketball squad begins the regular season
Friday, with their first home game against Northern Montana College
set for 3 p.m. Sunday in the Pavilion.

Runners place fifth
The Eagle men's cross country
team battled near freezing
weather, colds and sore throats to
take fifth place at the N.A.I .A.
cross country championship in
Kenosha, Wisconsin last month.
Coach Jerry Martin said that
Scott Conely paced the harriers

by coming in 24th place in competition that included 46 teams and
412 runners .
Martin said the other six runners to place in the competition
were Rick Geitr in 39th place;
Steve Stageberg, 42; Jim Blalock, 54; Don Magers, 70; Jay
Terry, 85; and Steve Jurich, 130.

:Clawan,ka
Common~
LUNCHEON MENU

Eastern's wide receiver Curt
Didier and defensive tackle Steve
Quigley were two o_f the three
unanimous selections to the
NAIA District All-Star Team .
Other Eagle student-athletes to
be named to the All-Star team
were Brent Caulk, 6-0, 220pound junior offensive guard
from Boise, Idabo; Jay Lemcke,
6-1, 225-pound junior defensive
tackle from Vancouver, Wash.;
Mike Blowers, 5-11, 220-pound
junior linebacker from West Valley High School in Spokane; and
Mike McLaughlin, 6-1, 190-pound
senior defensive back from Ephrata.

I
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lntramurala

THURSDAY 30: Split Pea Soup, Com Beef on Rye with
Com Chips, Cream Chip Beef on Toast, Tuna Salad Bowl.
FRIDAY I: Minestrone Soup, Fishwich, Hamburger Pie,
Chef's Salad.
SATURDAY Z: Brunch.
SUNDAY 3: Brunch, Annual Christmas Dinner.
MONDAY 4: Cream of Potato Soup, Corndogs, Creole
Spaghetti, Salmon Siad Bowl.
nJESDAY 5: Cream of Mushroom Soup, SUbmarine Sanwicbes, Turkey & Dressing Casserole, Egg Salad Bowl.
WEDNESDAY I: Chicken Noodle Soup, Pizza, Cream Tuna
on Toast, Ham Salad Bowl.
111URSDAY 7: Tomato Soup, Tamales, Beef Stew, Fruit
Salad Bowl.
FRIDAY 8: Assorted Soupa, Fish & Chips, Assorted Cas-

seroles.

High Society beat the Flyers
19-13 for the intramural l~gue
championship November 13 but
not without a struggle. The game,
hard fought, featured fine per- ·
formances by both teams.

Students,
Thanks for your patronage!
Stop in and have one for
the road before you go.
Good Luck.
See you next quarter.
1204 First

TAWANKA WILL REOPEN FOR DINNER
nJESDAY, JAN. Z .
Ticlcets we aveilllb/e at the Caalw'• Offictl for ten lunche8 lor
113.60 or 12.96 per d,y for 1111 quarter.

SALES

Variety & Quality

REPAIRS

LESSONS

ha11jos 1(11itars ma11do/ins d11/d111ers
har111011h'os recorders hooks r e,·ords

"Christmas gifts for the musician"
FREE string sets - Buy one, get one free
with this ad.(Umit one set per customer)
624-5033 W. 828 Sprague
(coupon good through Dec. 15, 1978)

Cheney

235-6126

The Easterner
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